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Welcome
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Hi, I’m Karen. I work for Automattic, the folks that make WordPress.com
I help people with their WordPress.com sites and I co-organize the WordPress meetup group 
in ABQ.

Back in a day when I started building websites with WordPress I thought WordPress.com was 
for beginners

I thought any self-respecting person or business would get a host, install a WP site, and 
customize a site, or hire someone to do this for them.

Why would anyone use WordPress.com? You can’t do anything with it.

Well. About a year ago, I got a job doing tech support for people who use WordPress.com and 
I was blown away by what can indeed be done with it. This objective of this presentation is to 
help you leverage what *you* can do with WordPress.com.
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My assumptions:
you know the difference between WP, WP.org, WP.com

WordPress = the software
WordPress.org = where you get the software to use on your own host
WordPress.com = a free hosted service for WordPress sites with upgrades
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OK, so before I go on, let me be clear about a few things.
I used to design websites for a living.
I understand the ins and outs of needing to charge clients enough to make a living.
I wish I had known about WordPress.com when I was designing websites because I would 
have used it for at least a handful of my clients.
I love local hosts.
Tonight I may sound like I am discouraging people from using a host. That is not my intent at 
all. In a moment I am going to put on my WordPress.com hat and for the sake of my 
presentation I will act like there is nothing in the world but WordPress.com.
Clearly, I don’t buy that 100%.
I love self-hosted WordPress. I love living in a world where we have choices.



That being said. . .
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If you aren't considering WordPress.com for your clients you are missing the boat.

and here is why.
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We all know WordPress is easy.

WordPress.com gives you an easy way to get your clients' feet wet with WordPress, in a way 
that takes the grief off of you, the designer/developer/what-have-you, allowing you to ship a 
great site with minimal effort.

And at the same time, not sacrificing quality and all the goodness you get from WordPress.
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But WordPress.com? That’s just for beginners.

Nope. That is no longer accurate. There are a few key reasons you should seriously consider 
WordPress for your clients.
(Add a circle with line thru)
By the way, I want this t-shirt. I think it’s adorable.
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FREE HOSTING: is hosting ever a headache for you? WordPress.com hosting is easy and free
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DOMAINS:
Surprised you can use your own domain on your WordPress.com site? Well, you can. It’s been 
possible for a while now. In fact, you can register a domain through WordPress.com. Starting 
at $13 per year you can get a .com, .net, .org, or .me
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SUPPORT: Set up your site and then let WordPress.com support your clients
You worry about the fun stuff, like making a beautiful site
We have a business bundle for 299 a year that gives your clients direct chat support with 
WordPress.com staff.
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Customize, Customize, Customize:
over 210 themes and more are released almost every Thursday.
55 premium themes, all of which are popular themes that are available on the theme market 
outside of WordPress.com.

Then, you can go a step further and customize the heck out of WordPress.com. You’ve got 
access to Typekit Fonts, Custom CSS, LESS and SASS
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here is how it breaks down:

You get your free site and your free mycoolsite.wordpress.com domain with forums support 
for $0

Or you upgrade and get a domain, custom CSS and fonts, videos and music uploads, and 
direct email support for 99

For most clients, this is a heck of a deal.

Or you go for the gusto and you get a domain, custom CSS and fonts, access to all the 
premium themes, video and music uploads, unlimited storage space, and live chat support 
299
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So those are the upgrades, but WordPress.com has Features out of the box that are amazing.

One of the most common questions I get at work is, “but... WHERE ARE MY PLUGINS!?!” 
Well, WordPress.com has plugins that are already active that you don’t have to worry about. 
Sure, you can’t install extra plugins, but I would venture to guess that we’ve got what most of 
your standard small business clients will need.

Contact forms, social media integration, galleries, video embed, image widgets, Facebook like 
boxes, shortcodes,
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SLIDESHOWS
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CONDITIONAL WIDGETS. Specify which posts, pages, or categories a widget appears on. 
This is brand new and I am so excited about it.
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TAGS, COMMUNITY



Your clients will be automatically connected to a pretty massive community through global 
tags that increase the exposure of their site.
You tag a post and it’s instantly findable by people in the community
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SOCIAL MEDIA: Sharing posts with social networks. social buttons under every post, page, 
and so on
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GALLERIES
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Carousel
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Some sample sites that used the upgrades to get a cool site with WordPress.com
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An example of a site the WP Meetup group made at our last hackathon. 2012, using custom 
CSS.
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Possibly not every website should be on WordPress.com :) I will concede that point.
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If you cannot find a theme that will work in the 200 plus themes available. Let’s take a look at 
them, shall we?
MimboPro http://mimboprodemo.wordpress.com/
Photography http://photographydemo.wordpress.com/
Currents http://currentsdemo.wordpress.com/
Portfolio http://portfoliothemedemo.wordpress.com/
Confit http://confitdemo.wordpress.com/
Avid http://aviddemo.wordpress.com/
Pinboard http://pinboarddemo.wordpress.com/
Further http://furtherdemo.wordpress.com/
Mystique http://mystiquedemo.wordpress.com/
Scrollider http://scrolliderexpressdemo.wordpress.com/
Opti http://optidemo.wordpress.com/
Hatch http://hatchdemo.wordpress.com/
Simfo http://simfodemo.wordpress.com/
Oxygen http://oxygendemo.wordpress.com/



Widely http://widelydemo.wordpress.com/
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If there's a 'must-have' plugin or feature that the entire site is going to rely on, like a shopping 
cart, or support forum, or if you need to use javascript, then it's true that WordPress.com isn't 
a great fit for the entire site, but it might still be a great place to host the blog portion until the 
rest of the site is complete.
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Questions
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The End


